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Abstract 
The temporal discretisation of a moderate semilinear parabolic problem in an ab- 
stract setting by means of the two-step backward differentiation formula with vari- 
able step sizes is analysed. Stability as well as optimal error estimates are derived 
for step size ratios bounded by 1.91. 
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1 Introduction 
Whereas multistep methods with variable step sizes are widely used in numerical 
computations, their analysis is still not complete. Because of the non-uniform grid, 
non-constant coefficients appear in the resulting scheme. Theoretical tools developed 
for difference equations with constant coefficients are therefore not applicable. 
Among the abundance of methods, the backward differentiation formulae (BDF) 
seem to be of particular interest. Especially the two-step BDF, which is strongly 
A-stable for constant time steps and of second order, plays an important role in the 
integration of non-stationary problems. 
The stability of the variable two-step BDF has been studied by Grigorieff in a 
series of papers [2, 3, 4]. In particular, zero-stability has been shown for step size 
ratios less than 1 + \/2 ~ 2.414. For ratios bounded by (1+ V3) /2 ~ 1.366, Ao- 
stability as well as error estimates in the case of linear parabolic problems have been 
proven. Recently, Becker [1] could improve the bound up to (2 + V13)/3 ~ 1.868. 
However, the stability and error constant may then depend on the sequence of step 
size ratios. A(@)-stability type results with 9 < 1/3 have been provided in [3]. So 
far, nonlinear problems have not been considered. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the time discretisation of abstract semilinear 
parabolic problems with a moderate nonlinearity. We shall derive stability and 
optimal smooth data error estimates. These estimates can be obtained for step size 
ratios less than 1.910, which also slightly improves Becker’s bound.
In the following, we set up the problem. We commence with the Gelfand triple 
V — H = H* ~ V*: Let V be a separable, reflexive Banach space with norm 
|| - || and HT be a separable Hilbert space with inner product (-,-) and induced norm 
|. |. The dual space of V is denoted by V* and equipped with the usual norm 
fll = supyev\so} (fF, v)/llul], where (-,-) denotes the dual pairing between V* and 
V. Furthermore, V is assumed to be dense and continuously embedded in H. 
For a Banach space X and a time interval S C R, let L?(S;X) be the usual 
spaces of Bochner integrable functions u : S — X. The discrete counterparts for 
functions defined on a time grid are denoted by /?(0,T;.X). We shall use the notation 
u € C(S;X) to say that a function u is almost everywhere in S equal to a continuous 
function. We then deal with the continuous representative, only. With wu’, the 
derivative in the distributional sense is meant. Note that u € L?(0,T;V), u’ € 
L?(0,T; V*) implies u € C([0, 7]; H). 
Let a(-,-) : V x V — R be a continuous, strongly positive bilinear form such 
that there are constants B > pp > 0 with 
ja(u,v)| <A |lull e], a(v,v) > plloll? (1.1) 
for all u, v € V. For the skew-symmetric part of a(-,-), we assume 
ja(u,v) — a(v,u)| < y|lell |e (1.2) 
for all u, vu € V with some y > 0. If a(-,-) is symmetric then y = 0. 
Furthermore, let By := {v € V: |v| < M} and let g: V — V* be a (possibly 
nonlinear) function that satisfies the following structural assumptions: 
(H1) There exist some s; € (0,1] and a constant Li > 0 such that for allucV 
Ilo (zs) lle < Ly (1 + ful)* Julio. 
(H2) There exists some sz € (0,1] such that for every M > 0 there is a constant 
Lz = Lo(M) > 0 and, for all u,v € By, it holds 
lIg(u) — g(r) || < Le lu — v|* |lu — ol]. 
We remark that (H1) includes (with s; = 1) the case ||g(u)||, < const. Alterna- 
tively, we may assume g: V + H and the following: 
(H1) There exists a constant L; > 0 such that for allueV 
lg(u)| < Li (1 + lull). 
(H2) For every M > 0 there is a constant Ly = L2(M) > 0 such that for all 
U,vE Bu 
lg(u) — g(v)| < Le |lu — oI]. 
The problem we are concerned with then reads as 
Problem (P) For given uo € H and f € L7(0,T;V*), find u € L?(0,T;V) such 
that for allv € V and almost everywhere in (0,T) 
(u'(t),v) + a(u(t), v) + (g(u(t)),v) = (f(t), ) (1.3) 
holds with u(0) = uo.
In the linear case g(u) = 0, Problem (P) possesses a unique solution u with 
u’ € L?(0,T;V*). In the nonlinear case, solvability has been studied by many 
authors in different situations. We refer to [6] and the references cited there. 
We may remark that V and H can also be finite dimensional, which is the 
case when first discretising in space and afterwards in time. For the spatial semi- 
discretisation, a conforming finite element method might be used. For more details, 
we refer to [5] and the references cited there. 
Let the time interval [0,7] for given N € N be partitioned via 
O=to <t) <---<ty=T, tm := th —tn-1, Tn :=Tn/Tr—-1, Tmax != imax, Tn: 
Throughout this paper, we assume that r, < R with R > 1. We denote by D; and 
Dz the backward divided differences: 
    
u™ —yr-l 1 f1+2r, 4 re _2 Diu” -= Dog == — nm_(q n 4 n,n ; 
” Tn au = (oy (L+ tn) u 14+ Tn 
We immediately find 
Dou” = my Diu". 
an I+ Ty um 1+fn ™ 
We consider the time discretisation of Problem (P) by means of the formally second 
order two-step backward differentiation formula with variable time steps: 
Problem (P,) For given u®, ul € H and {f"} € 12(0,T;V*), find u® EV (n= 
2,3,..., N) such that for allu EV 
(Dou",v) + a(u”,v) + (g(u"),v) = (f", 0). (1.4) 
We may suppose u? = up and compute u! by means of the implicit Euler method. 
In the linear case g(u) = 0, Problem (P,) possesses a unique solution as it can be 
shown via the Lax-Milgram lemma. For the solvability in the nonlinear case, we 
refer again to [6]. 
2 The linear case 
In the following, let c be a generic constant that does not depend on problem pa- 
rameters whereas C' may depend on T, R, the sequence of step size ratios as well 
as on constants that appear in the assumptions on a(-,-) and g(-). Note further the 
. nr 1 
conventions )) 2;:=Oand [| 2;:=lifm>n. 
j=m j=m 
Theorem 2.1 The solution to Problem (P,) with g(u) = 0 is stable in 1° (0, T; H) 
and 17(0,T;V) if R< R1.91, where R is a root of 
o(R) = (R+1)* -9R(R-1)? (R+4)° =-9R° +13R! + 6R3 +2R? 4+3R+4+1. 
It holds the estimate (n = 2,3,...,N) 
  
n nr 
nj2 Had 2 0)2 12 1y2 qj 5412 |u| + DoT lhe IP <C | ful? + fut]? + 79 fut + Teal Ww). (2.1) 
jJ= —
the term a(ut, uz)/(2(1 + 6)) will be absorbed within (2.7). 
With (2. és) and (2.7), we now obtain 
     
  
  
tae yn? n—1)2 n_-n-12, T(t) i on 
(1 T+ Rpl P= sn [20 | + 01(R) |u —U | + l+r, a(u ,u") 
—1 a n _ 62 ri4i(1 +1r;) ata! af) 
j= it 1+6 T+ rj41 
< ers 72 au! Foe 2 — rjJ_lu? |?7 146 ltr OU FF r+ 
£22 n 
“1 gale nhp IIR. 29) 2u(1 + 0) = Tr rj jb g1+4; 
Since rj41(1+r;)/(1+17j41) < R, we need that 1+6> Rd? /(1 +4), ie 
1+d\ _ (R+1)4 510 a< (44 ; fy (R-1? (Rah) (2.10) 
in order to prove the stability result. Unfortunately, relation (2. 10), which } is equiv- 
alent to (R) > 0, is only satisfied for R < R ~ 1.91, where w(R) = 0. With 
4 a \ | p(R) 
o2(R) = rR (1+5- ny) sa 
and by virtue of (2.9), we come up with 
  
1+2R ny\2 n n—1)2 1+6 nj2 ~~. + 01(R) |u™ — u?™| UT ieRtets | 
+ 602(R 7) lu? < Jur + Kn, (2.11) “a 
where 
n—2 n—1 
Kn <C |S Cirige —ryl_w?? + So rj41 v?? 
j=2 j=2 
2 g 112 ji2 +h + P+ mI PIR 
j=2 
Let m* = m*(m) be such that |u™| = max). 1,..,m |u!| for m = 2,3,...,N. If 
m* > 2, it follows from (2.11) with n = m* and because of Kae = Kan the estimate 
1+2R R? 1/9 R? a et 2< 7 on (+R? (+R) oo     
m* 2 Km 
~ (14+ R) jen +
that leads for R << 1+ V2 to 
    i” (1+ R)? kK 
~1+2R-R2 
This last estimate holds also true if m* = 1. With n = m in (2.11) and lu th< 
|u™"|, we thus have (changing m, n again) for n = 2,3,...,N 
1+2R _ : +4 
"PP + 01(R) lu® — uP? + HT |lu” ||”   (1 (+ RP fu +R 
, R?2 14+2R 
Taking into account that 1 << R < R= 1.91, estimates for the appearing coefficients 
yield 
Ju |? fu — uP? + ry lu" |? + pe o(R ys 7; ||u? ||? < cK (2.12) 
g=2 
The assertion now follows from Lemma A.1. Ht 
Remark 2.1 With the natural restrictions 
tn 
npix— [” f()at, REY: = nf-_RPy,     
we obtain for f? = RZ f by standard arguments that 
n 
m 2 J ey WS; tf We@ibe. 
Note that Riu’ = D,u(t,) and RZu’ = Dou(tn). 
Remark 2.2 The constant in (2.1) is C = C’A, with C’ = C’(B,7, pu, R) and 
y) n—2 2 2 t 
dns (1+ ) TI (1+ ets - nid +23) <cow(r 7 *) ; 
LL bb [i 
  
    
where 
Ln = J [rja2—ryl-, n= 2,3,...,N. 
Note that [y = 0 if {r,} is monotonically increasing. It can be proved that 
<I] (1+c[rj12—rjl_) <cexplnif 5(R+1)*>9R(R-1)?(R+14)°. B 
p
Theorem 2.2 Let g(u) = 0, f° = R&f, and let f”—ul" € [7(0,T;V*). IfR< 
Rw 1.91 then the error e” = u(tn) — u” (n = 2,3,...,N) to Problem (P,) satisfies 
n ‘ 
le" + Do ay lle P< C | le? + let? + 72 fet]? + D ‘[ IF" (t) — ul" (t) [ede 
tj 1 j=2 
Proof We commence with the error equation 
(Dze", v) + a(e", v) = (p", v) 
that follows from (1.3) and (1.4) with the consistency error 
p" = Dou(tr) — ul(tn) + f(tr) — REF = Bf" —u'"), (2.13) 
where 
Day t= WE) (2 f° (tn — t) ((1 + 2rm)(t — tp1) + 7) w(t) at 
n—1 
Tn tn-1 9 
+ / (t — th_2)w(t) dt ) . 
Tn-1 tn-2 
Note that If f"” = f(tn) — R3f. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.1 because of 
  
n 
it j=2          
n t; 
4 “<e S> T; / ||w(t)||2 dt < er. olli2¢0, tnjV*)° 
j=l g—1 
Remark 2.2 also applies here. 
3 The nonlinear case 
Theorem 3.1 Under the assumption (H1) or r (HL ), the solution to Problem (P,) is 
stable in 1°(0,T; H) N17(0,T;V) if R< R191 and if tmax is sufficiently small. 
It holds for n = 2,3,...,N 
ju” |? + n lu? |? SC | ful? + Jul]? + 12 iP + > 
j=2 
eee}. (34 Tarik (3.1) 
Proof We reconsider the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the term (g(u”), uur), we obtain 
from (H1) for arbitrary a > 0 with Cauchy-Schwarz’ and Young’s inequality 
(g(u), us) < Hou”) lug l] << Li (1 + fu" ])* |u| |u| 
(1+ |u"l)? + op ([fu"|l? + llupll?) < Cr (1+ |u"?) +0 (a(u,u") + a(u?,ur)) , < ~ 2 
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where 
2 _ 1—s, 1/s1 
Cy = 2s (4 (=) . (3.2) 
Op Op 
Changing the coefficients in the right-hand side of (2.8) appropriately, the term 
oa(ut, uz) can be absorbed in view of (2.7). The additional term aa(u”,u”) re- 
quires, however, to modify the crucial condition (2.10) that came from (2.9). Here, 
we need that 1+6-—a> R6?/(1 + 6). For any R < R= 1.91, this can be fulfilled 
by taking @ sufficiently small. 
The remaining term C; (1 + |u”|*), which makes the application of Corollary A.1 
and thus CiTmax < 1 necessary, leads to a change of the right-hand side in (2.12); 
here we have 
n—2 n—-1 
Kn SOY D [Inigo — rile’ + D015 + ty 4a) [PP + rina |? 
+ tn + |u|? + [ul]  + 72 Wis oe F712 
T+ 
Suppose now that g satisfies (Hi). We then have for arbitrary a > 0 
(g(u"), uB)| < |g(u")| [us| < Li (1+ lull) luk] < wa(u®,u") +14 Cy [u2l?, 
where 
~ Lt 1 
Since 
u2 |? < 2 max(1, 6”) (lju™|? + Ju™ — un" |) ; 
we can again apply Corollary A.1 if Ci Tmax <1. + 
Remark 3.1 The constant in (3.1) is C = C’A, with C’ = C'(8,7, », R) and 
1 _ 2 n—-2 
A, <———-— (1+ Cit™m—-1 + cy fall | I 
~ = Crtinax 1 = Ci Fax jae 
2 < —* _~ exp (= + (Ci +Y tas . 
1-C, Tmax 1 = Cy Tne 
14 c[rj+2 ~ r;|- + C17; + cy? T5341 / us 
1 — CiTmax 
where C; is given by (3.2) or, alternatively, by (3.3). 
Theorem 3.2 Let f° =Rgf, u €C((0,T]; A), f’—-ul” € L7(0,T;V*), and assume 
(H1) or (H1) and (H2) or (H2). Furthermore, let R < R ~ 1.91 and Tmax be
sufficiently small. The error e” = u(t,) —u" (n = 2,3,...,.N) to Problem (P,) then 
satisfies 
eh +n lle"? <C | |e? + |e"? + 72 leh +o ‘f° F(t) — ul" (t) [eat 
tj- g=2 
Proof We again commence with the error equation that reads now as 
(Dze",v) + ae”, v) + (g(u(tn)) — g(u™), 0) = (o", 0). (3.4) 
The consistency error p” to the associated linear problem is given by (2.13). Due to 
Theorem 3.1 and since u € C([0,7T]; H), there is some M > 0, depending on problem 
data, such that u(tn),u” € By (n = 2,3,...,N). Because of (H2), we have for 
arbitrary a > 0 
(g(u(tn)) — g(u”), e8)| < L2(M) [e”|*? lje"||'~* [lez | 
< Cp |e"? + ap (lle"I? + lef?) < Cole"? +a (a(e,e") + a(e2, e2)) , 
with some C2 > 0 depending on s9, L2(M), and 1/(ap). Alternatively, we have with ——~_ 
(H2) and some C2 > 0 
I(9(u(tn)) — g(u"), €2)| < Lo(M) lle"|| |e2| < aa(e”,e") + Cy lez /?. 
We now follow the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.1. Hf 
We may finally remark that the error constant is essentially of the same structure 
as the stability constant (changing the subscript 1 to 2). 
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Appendix: A discrete Gronwall lemma 
Lemma A.1 Let an,bn,¢n,An > 0 and {Cn} be monotonically increasing. Then 
n-1 
Qn +bn < So Aja; +e, n=2,3,... (A.1) 
j=2 
implies for n = 2,3,... 
n—1 n—1 
Proof With 
. m—1 m—1 ; 
Gm i= DF Ajay TT (1+ 43)? 
j=2 jH2 
for m = 2,3,..., we have 
m—1 m m 
j=2 j=2 ja? 
Summation gives (because of G2 = 0) 
m™m 
Gn S DF GmAm T] (1 +43) < en SS Am TT +A;)7+ 
m=2 j=2 m=2 q=2 
We thus have from (A.1) 
n-1 n—-1 m n-1 n-l 
Ant+bn < Gn T] (1+A;)+en < en ( Am TI (1 +43)7' + TT G+ ur) I] (+A,), 
g=2 m= 
and the assertion follows with the identity 
n—-1 m n—1 
do Am TT (1 +43)? + T] 1 +A,;)72 = 1. 
it 








An tbn Sd) Aja; + Man ten, n=2,3,... (A.2) 
j=2 ) 
implies for n = 2,3,... 
C n-1 d: “ l n—-l 
b, < —— 1 J <= a On + On =, TI ( +t) ST exp pop das 
jH2 j=2 
Proof It immediately follows from (A.2) that 
by, ect dj Cy 
Qn + bn < an + l—p erasers 
and we may apply Lemma A.1 with Ay := An/(1 — yu) and cp := Cn/(1 — p). H# 
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